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About This Content
The Great Western Main Line from Oxford to Paddington is a bustling thoroughfare, taking passengers and freight from the
west of England into London, and you can drive your own high speed services and freight trains along this busy route in Train
Simulator.
The line originally opened way back in the 1830s as part of Brunel’s fantastic Great Western Railway, which was designed to
have as few challenging gradients as possible to benefit running speed. Today, the line is one of Britain’s busiest, carrying
thousands of commuters every day and handling large amounts of freight. The Oxford-Paddington line in Train Simulator runs
from London Paddington to Oxford Station via Reading and includes a variety of modern passenger and freight trains to drive,
as well as some challenging scenarios to put your driving skills to the test.

Scenarios:
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8 scenarios:

Autumn Leaves
Chasing Yellows
Lost in the Shuffle
Oxford to Reading Local
Return Ticket
Rush Hour Run
Duff Coal
Oxford Bound

Key Features
Oxford-Paddington Great Western Main Line including Didcot Parkway, Reading and Old Oak Common
Class 43 High Speed Train (HST) in First Great Western livery (two versions)
Class 166 DMU in First Great Western livery (two versions) and Network Southeast livery
Class 47 in BR Railfreight, BR Blue and Rail Express liveries
Please note: if you have already purchased RailWorks or Train Simulator 2012, you already have this route and its
contents.
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Title: Train Simulator: Great Western Main Line Route Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 18 Sep, 2012
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8
Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:6 GB HD space
Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos
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fun game but need to add more wepone and character class and more soldiers. Carroburg greatswords...thats all you need to
know look them up and then come back to buy this skin. A lot of you may already know the developer For Kids. They are
specialised in simplistic puzzle games and their target audience, as their name implies, are the the young children. Their most notable
title is the Viki Spotter series - these games are very short and they usually have hundreds of achievements available. I also heard
rumours that they may have created some of their games thanks to some assets they'd pre-purchased.
In any case, of the couple of Pixel Traffic games available Risky Bridge is about positioning a bridge to make sure your vehicle can
drive through. The game requires pretty good reflexes - it takes some time to get the hang of it but no more than an hour.
And this is exactly why I do not recommend this game. There could have been a couple of more game modes to increase its
longevity. But no: once you crash the game ends and your position is shown on a global leaderboard. Then you are back in the
main menu and you can start all over again.
We barely have any options to select from - a difficulty setting would have been nice as the game becomes hard very early on.
Perhaps this is not really suitable for kids, after all. The graphics (textures) do change when beginning a new journey - there could
also have been an option to manually change this. We collect coins so that we can purchase new cards but this is the only reason to
press on instead of stopping it 10-15 minutes in.. Tricky one - worth picking up on sale but the lack of content leaves a bitter taste in
your mouth! The puzzles are great, the graphics are great, the narration is decent enough and doesn't pull you out of the world - I
really really enjoyed it! BUT 50mins playtime to get to "Chapter Two" (I was totally hyped to get onto the next levels) which was
just a fakeout for the end credits is a harsh way to end any fun game time.. 1 - ) Open Idle Master.
2 - ) Drop cards.
3 - ) Sell them.. 11\/10 would create moar texture and shaders from this magic software
Awesomeness!!!! The person who made this is an angel!! WOHOOO!!!!!!. Don't know why i bought this game. There is no toutorial
so i have no idea what im meant to do, anyone help?. As you would probly guess it's like dungeon keeper with some gameplay
changes while trying to keep the same brand of humour. That being said it's take on the humour, in my opinion, feels childish and
drab while the gameplay leaves me struggling to keep my attention in order to finish. Not to say it's a bad game, you should know
that if you want to play a dungeon keeper type game then you could do better.. + hexagons
- graphics
- time limits
- grind \/ pay \/ dead
- music\/sound (on\/off)
. Overall:
A decent beta product with lots of potential. This is a tool that I wanted as soon as I saw it, a year or more ago.
Pros:
- Very nice drag\/drop\/draw connectors interface.
- Gradients work beautifully.
- I like how dragging a connector lets you move both end nodes at once.
Bugs:
- Double-clicking on a connector to create a new node does not make the new node the color that you double-clicked on; sometimes
it was also much darker than the average of the two end nodes (e.g., adding a node between bright orange and black gave a very,
very dark brown instead of a medium-lightness brown)
- Relatedly, there is no easy way to sample intermediate colors. To find the hex code of an intermediate color I had to take a
screenshot, paste that into Photoshop, and sample with the eyedropper.
- Sometimes I was unable to delete a selected object with the Delete key, and had to use the right-click menu.
Suggestions:
- It might be nice to show the grid when a node is being dragged--it was sometimes hard to tell where something would go until I
released it
- It would be lovely to have a hex grid option, but I *completely* understand if it would be too much work.
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I'm not sure if this is really a good game, like by itself, I don't really have much of a frame of reference to go on for these types
of games. But god damn, the soundtrack coupled with the trippy visuals make it a fantastic time, especially if you already like
Vegas. Getting The Crystal Method to let them use their epic album for the music was a grand decision, and one that made me
remember playing this game like fifty years after I first played it on the PS1.. If it's on sale for a fiver, I say get it. It's kinda
neat.
It's cute.
It's really, *really* shallow. Combat may as well not exist because there's nothing to it. The difficulty there is non-existent.
The base-building aspect is so thin that it's super disappointing. You can build a massive park, but you can't grow your own
fruits and veggies ...
For me, it's a swing and a miss, but charming for a few hours.
Don't pay much for it.. Hell yea this Game is Great and I enjoyed it 100% it but this freaking 6 FPS Level was making me
pretty Angry ^^'
Such a Great Game for such a cheap price 11\/10. Cannot even set up custom controls. Didn't even bother trying to get past the
first mission. Glad I got this crap for a buck or I'd be♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Avoid like the plauge.. Nice atmosphere and sound. But
there are a few bugs in game..
For more puzzle game reviews, news and everything puzzle-related, follow Puzzle Lovers and check out our Steam
group.
it might not look like much, I was skeptical at first too, but word wonders has become one of my favorite word
games ever, second only to the excellent letter quest. it plays kinda like scrabble, as in the word you create has to
connect to the one on the board, then your word becomes the base for the next turn, and so on. the idea isn't
necessarily to create the longest word, but one that does the most damage and\/or gives the most energy to cast
spells, indicated by their icon on the letters.
the presentation is fine, I liked the graphics and the music was surprisingly good as well, didn't get on my nerves
even after many hours. the story is what it is, but I enjoyed the cheesy writing, as usual. no volume sliders, only
music and effects on\/off, and sadly resolution doesn't scale, the active game area is only 1024x768 no matter
what resolution you play on, but in 1080p it wasn't a huge problem and the game fills in the background, it's not
just blackness everywhere.
the 50 stages can (and should) be played on 3 different difficulties to get the maximum amount of stars. they
make you level up and get more hp, energy and new recipes for potions and ingredients. harder difficulties open
up as you progress and you can always replay levels, but the game is not grindy at all. I only defeated every
enemy once on each difficulty and had more than enough of everything. there's absolutely no need to buy
ingredients or potions, plenty of them drop after fights, though I only used a few consumables during the final
boss fights.
what you want to spend money on instead are letter packs and letter and board upgrades, because the game's
unique selling point (as far as I know anyway) is the boost board, which, for all intents and purposes, plays even
more like scrabble (again, as far as I know): place words connected to each other to gain more hp, energy and
spells to use in combat. I had almost as much fun with this as the main game. restarting from scratch might be
painful, but I decided to just expand on what I already had, only making slight changes to the 'outer layer' to be
able to expand further.
you get letters from chests and the shop and can upgrade bronze first to silver, then gold for more points, and
these cost the same throughout the game, but the 4 board upgrades for more space get more and more pricey,
though the last one is totally unnecessary, and with more liberal potion use I'm sure even the 3rd can be skipped,
but I didn't mind a few hundred extra points.
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the game is a lot of fun, with some frustration coming from bosses, who may or may not be cheating. it might
just be rng being rng, but I certainly found their constant 5-8-letter words suspicious, though as said above, size
doesn't necessarily matter, plus each retry is different, and if you have a better vocabulary than me, you'll have
an easier time anyway.
it'd be nice if there were a combat speed option, watching all the numbers slowly go up and down gets old after a
while, but it's mostly a relaxing experience, no need to rush, there's no timer or punishment for making a word
that doesn't exist (at all or in the game's dictionary). so it's highly recommended for fans of the genre, especially
since there aren't many worthwhile games like this around.. It has a really nice detailing of the bus. Trailer 2
Made me buy this game, not dissapointed 10\/10. Game is visually pleasing but riddled with bugs. Would not
recommend in its current state. I sadly was really hyped to play this game with my boyfriend and purchased it
for us both. We just keep raging at the game breaking bugs. I do plan on continuing to play but most likely at a
later date.. Really Slow Gameplay, but i found it Intense....
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